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Cosmic Rays – A 100-Year-Old Mystery

Victor Hess baloon flights 1912 (Nobel prize 1936)
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Ultrahigh-Energy Cosmic Rays – A 50-Year-Old Mystery

using LHC magnets for 1020 eV particles:

John Linsley, first UHECRE > 1020 eV, PRL 10 (1963) 146

Fly’s Eye Collab., ApJ 441 (1995) 144
E = 3 × 1020 eV
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Ongoing Research

This detector is very good at seeing showers from ultra-high-energy
cosmic rays, and it sounds very, very big because it is. But remember that in
a square kilometer the super-high-energy particles arrive once every thousand
years. So even if you cover 3,000 square kilometers, you might only see a
few per year, which even after decades of observation may not be enough to
solve the puzzle.

What else can we do? In order to narrow down the source and understand
something about the origin of these particles, we will need a lot more
examples. But building a bigger telescope using the existing technologies
would cost a lot of money. The Auger telescope cost around $100 million.

One totally interesting idea is to try to find something that has already
been built for other purposes and adapt it to work as a cosmic-ray telescope.80

If you wrote down a description of the perfect cosmic-ray telescope, you
would probably want it to have these features:

Planet-wide coverage
Rock-bottom price
Totally awesome sound system
Already built and deployed

Before you scoff at the absurdity of these specifications, consider for a
moment whether this might be possible. Is there an existing network of
particle detectors that are spread around the world and left unused for large
portions of each day? If you just typed that question into Google on your
smartphone, you are closer to the answer than you might imagine.

J. Cham&D. Whiteson “We have no idea”

AMS on ISS

Pierre Auger Observatory, Argentina IceCube, Antarctica
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NA61/SHINE Cosmic Ray Topic #1: Interactions in Air Showers

Felix Riehn “Air Shower Physics” 5



NA61/SHINE Cosmic Ray Topic #1: Interactions in Air Showers

SPS

NA61/SHINE

Felix Riehn “Air Shower Physics” 6



Measurement of Boron Production with NA61/SHINE
M. Unger (KIT)

C+p → B +X
C+p → B +X

SNR B/C @ AMS

NA61/SHINE
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NA61/SHINE Cosmic Ray Topic #2: Cosmic-Ray Propagation

Yoann Genolini “Galactic Cosmic Rays” 7
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p+p Ñ
sp{ĎHe +X

p+p Ñ
sp{ĎHe +X

SNR

χ` sχÑ sp{ĎHe`X?

NA61/SHINE
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NA61/SHINE Cosmic Ray Topic #2: Anti-Nuclei

Jonas Tjemsland “Cosmic-Ray Antinuclei” 8


